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Can you afford to take risks
with your security?

Thinking about the security of our museums
conjures up master criminals, famous paintings,
high-speed chases and INTERPOL’s most-wanted
list. In most cases, the truth is a more mundane
affair. Thieves can be opportunists; valuable stolen
items may not be recognisable to a non-specialist.
And the right kind of museum security can prevent
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the worst from happening. Anecdotal evidence
suggests the majority of thefts occur where
systems are inadequate.
When Munch’s The Scream was stolen from an
Oslo museum in 1994, thieves left a handwritten
postcard. It read: “Thanks for the poor security.” 1
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In 2012, 7 masterpieces
by Picasso, Monet,
Gauguin and others
were stolen from the
Kunsthalle Rotterdam.
Allegedly inadequate
security measures
assisted the thieves.
(CFPA)

Figure 1: Number of museums in Europe, Stand: October 2017;
Source: European Group of Museum statistics

A complex task
Europe has about 20,000 museums.2 Despite their
huge diversity, they serve a common purpose:
to preserve, display and contextualise our most
valuable cultural objects.
Every exhibit can be at risk of theft, damage,
vandalism or terrorism. In 1911, the Mona Lisa was
stolen on impulse. In 2008, a gallery in Zürich was
relieved of artworks by Monet, Cézanne, Degas and
van Gogh in under 5 minutes.

FBI estimates put the annual value of art and
culture theft at $6 billion.3 Europe’s relatively open
internal borders make intra-EU trafficking in stolen
art fairly easy. Indeed, less than five percent of
stolen masterpieces are recovered, according to
the FBI.4
Being a public space – open, accessible – is also
inherent in the mission of every museum or art
gallery. Visitor experience is critical.5

Meeting the challenge
Museum security must meet four key criteria

For any cultural space, best-practice protocols
and security systems are multi-layered.8 They
incorporate alarm systems (including for fire, theft
and encroachment), CCTV, staff training programs,
site/building design and of course access control.
Effective access control is essential for museum
security. Only authorised people should have
access to the exhibits or storage areas, only at times
that can be defined in advance, and only within an
access control system that can identify exactly who
went where, and when.

1

It must protect
the contents of
your premises: items
are often, literally,
irreplaceable – that’s
why they are there.

2

It must meet
all insurance
stipulations: as a last
resort, insurance
protects the financial
investment; conditions
may be imposed
for a museum to
secure a loan work
from a collector or

other museum, or to
qualify for protection
under programs like
the UK Government
Indemnity Scheme
and similar European
offerings6

Modern, electronic access control has the
functionality and flexibility to achieve this.
Traditional panel-based alarm systems or
mechanical lock-and-key systems cannot
accomplish that – at least, not without placing a
huge admin burden on security staff.
But not all access control systems are created
equal. When scoping out enhanced access control
for a museum or cultural property, the following
checklist should prove valuable. An effective access
control system should meet every criterion on the
list.

3

It must be
accessible:
cultural sites are in
the public sphere, so
they must be safe and
welcoming, rather than
intimidating; security
should be discreet

4

It must represent
value for money:
budgets are tight; in
the UK, for example,
local government
funding for museums
has fallen over 20
percent since 20107

Everything under control?
10 musts of museum access control

1

Is the system comprehensive, covering all
doors and other openings, including to
basements, storage areas and the roof?

2

3

Can any compromised locks be re-keyed
and/or replaced instantly?

4

Have you minimised the number of keys
in circulation, and only issue them on the
basis of need, not convenience or seniority?

6

5

Are your locks certified for resistance to
physical attack (strength, security level,
anti-picking technology)?

Is key tracking easy – so you know at all
times who exactly has keys or access
permissions, and can amend those permissions
quickly?

Are full audit trails easy to generate,
detailing who has gone where, and when?

7

Can you offer differentiated,
fine-grained levels of access to different
site users as needed?

8

Are your physical keys protected against
unauthorised copying?

9

Is remote unlocking or locking of the
main door enabled, in the event of an
emergency?

10

Are locks and other devices discreet
enough to maintain the integrity and
appearance of a property while ensuring no
disruption to the building‘s aesthetics (castle
treasury, country house, historic theatre, church
sacristy, and so on)?

